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I. iHTaorocfic»i 
fhoriw was discoverod Igr fierseUus In 1828^ in the mineral thorite^ 
the nrane of «^ch uas derived from thor^ a god of ScandinaTlan BQrthologjr. 
Little use was found for the element until IBBO, when its demand by the 
incandescent gas mantle industry prompted a seareh for mineral sources 
of thorium and led to extensive research of its chemistry. However, the 
mantle in^stay has slme deelined to praetioally nothing^ and it was 
not until the nuclear energy possibilities arose in 19ljO that thorium 
has again eaerged as an important element* 
Fresh massiTe thorium is silvexy white in color, bat It quickly 
tarnishes In an atcKwphere of water vapor aboi>e 150* C. wi^ Uie foma-
tl^ of a blackf white or gray fllm» depending <m the tesnperature range. 
This film adheres to the metal surface during the first i»rt of Its 
foxmatlon acting as a protective layer. The process of film formation 
is similar to that which occurs i^n many metals react with oxygen gas 
or corrode in various liquid media. Considerable interest is attached 
to a better understanding of these processes* since th^ have such vast 
eoonmic influences on our lives. For this reason a program was 
initiated to studjr the kinetics of the reac^on of thorium with water 
vapor. This progrm included an examination of ttie rate at which the 
reacti<m occurs, the factors influencing the rate, the observation and 
identifleatlaa of reaction pro(hicts and an attmpt to correlate the 
results of tiie stucty with those found for other gasnnetal reactions. 
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11. RETim? OF THE LITERATORB 
A. Basic Information Conosming the Oxidation of Metals 
1, Oeneral natare of oaddatlwi reactions 
In stu^jring the nature and properties of metalSf no pore metal has 
been found to be stable in air even at room tmperatore with the 
exception of gold. All nstals tend to form oxides and raasQr form 
nitrides and l^^droxides. The kinetics of the reactions observed during 
these oxidation processes has been the object of extensive study. 
Correlation of manor variables is necessary to explain observed reaction 
rates. These involve the charaoteristios of the metal and particularly 
the nature of the reaotion*|»>oduet f 11a which is deposited on the n»tal 
surfaces* 
Studies of maagr reactions between metals and gaseous (»grgen and 
nitrogen have been reported in the literature. As a result of these 
8tu(U.es» an extensive theory has developed to explain the observations. 
Ttm reaction between thorium aetal and water vapor takes place with the 
formation of a reaction-product film on the metal s\irface» aiui thus rate 
observations should be explainable try the same laws governing reactions 
involving diatomic gases and metals. 
In most oomplex chemical reacticms which proceed ly several simple 
successive steps the over-all rate is detemined Icy the rate of the 
slowest step. Following Kubaschewski and Hopkins (1) a nomber of single 
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steps may ocoxxr in a reaction between^ for exasipley a metal Me and a gas 
Jl^ to give the product MeBj^ as a growing liyer. 
1. BiffQsiOQ of AgB to metal surface 
2» Adsorption of on metal surface 
3» Breaking of AB bond to form AB" and A* 
k* loniaation of Me to and elwtrons 
$, Formation of species Me [ AB] fron icms 
6. Splitting out of A^ to fom lfeB|^ 
7. Diffusicm of A^ inwards through groiring coat 
8* Diffusion of AB" inwards through groiring coat 
9* Diffusion of Me*^ outwards throiigh growing coat 
It is dear froa the above possibilities, that diffusion of some 
speeies through the product coating may plagr m important part in 
reactions of soUxls with gases* Zt would be of great value if diffusicm 
rates of all systems involved in a particular gas-metal reaction were 
knoHUf but unfortunately this is not the case. As a result much more 
experimental work remains to be done* Two basic diffusion lavs are 
noteworthy. The first is Fick*s law of diffusion which states that the 
amount of soOLute difftising through a certain cross-section "A" per 
second is paroportional to the conoentratiim gradient dc/dx at this planet 
i - ' i  .  «  
In this equation, "D" is the diffusion coefficient which is usually 
determined ^pirically* An esqpression more suited for measur«aents in 
solids is derived from the fioltsmann equation. It is 
D « D e"^ *^ , (2) 
tl 
Dq and Q are constants* but tiieir pfagrsloal meaning Is not fully under­
stood. 
If diffusion of some species in a surface oxidatim is beli«^d to 
be the rate«detenninii^ step« then a method of ezperiaBntally determin­
ing iMch species is diffusing wouM be of great value. It is generally 
assumed that tl» i(m or molecule with the smaller diameter is l^st able 
to difftise through a growing reaeti<m coat. Since the radii of the 
cosam>n aniens are relatively large* the metal ions are as a rule ^cpected 
to diffuse outward and thus deteznine the rate of the reaction. However 
there have also been exceptitnis wherein the negative ion has definitely 
b«n tta S»;b 1. th. ou. «ith .Aich eu» 
the codde grows entirely by diffusion of o" inward. 
One of the primary aims* therefore* of stu<^3ring gas-metal reactions 
is to attempt to detezmine the rate-determining step. To aocmplish 
tihdls the factors which influence the rate of this slow step and thus the 
over-all reaction mst be known. Qulbransen (2) listed the following 
variables as being important in azgr systttBatic study of the oxidation 
process for a particular metal or alloyt time* t«iiperature* pressura* 
surface preparation including chemical treatments* compositirai of the 
oxidizing atmosphere* coapositiGn of the inert gas in the lattice of tiw 
metal* czystal orientation in the metal surface* surface area* cycling 
procedures in tmperature* rate of gas flow and vacuum effect. However* 
the thz^e most important variables from t)M point of view of reaction 
kinetics are time* temperature and pressure. 
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2, Depgpdenee of oxidation rates on t4B^peya%ay-
Beveral laws have been proposed to explain the tiate variatlcm of 
the axldatL<m of metals. The most isiportant of these are the llmar 
law, the parabolic lav and the logarithmic or exponential Iw. In 1922 
faamann and Koster (3) found that the interference color changes on the 
surface of zinc heated to UCX)* C. in air foUoMed an exponential law. 
This was stated 
where j «• fHoi thickness as obtained from 'Uie interference color observa­
tions jp t • time and A and b are constants, fhe following year Pilling 
and Bedworth in a now classic work ih) fo^posed l^e linear and parabolic 
rate laws to exi^aln the rate of Gxldatlon of copper^ cadniomf zinc and 
other metals at high temperatmres. Which of these laws were applicable 
to a particular reaction depended upon the ratio of the molecular 
voltuas th» netaUlc ocdde to l^at of tito metal. !nni8» fear values of 
Md/iaB (where M is the molecular weight of the oxlds} its densit^i 
n, the molecular weight of the metal| and d, its density) less tiian one» 
the oxide coat is porous or not adhere to the metalj and a linear law. 
is followed. When this ratio is equal or sUghtlsr greater than one, an 
adherent oxide film is formed, and a paraboUc rate law. 
is followed. In Equations and 5 "k" is a constant and the other 
symbols are ti:» sam as those in Equation 1. FLUlng and Bedw(»*th wez>e 
able to explain these laws on the basis of the fact that the rate -limiting 
t - Ae^ - A, (3) 
y " kt • A, ih) 
y® - kt • A, (5) 
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step reaotions was diffueion of some species in the reeoticm 
coat* Recently Wagner and Granewald (5)# Mott (6) and (7) haw 
proposed siallar explanations for these two laws* 
Basghua and Stafford in 1925 (B) obser-ved that an empirical rate 
ISM, 
dy/dt - kt'^ (6) 
fitted data obtained when zinc reacted with osiygen at t«aperatures 
below ItOO* C. The eztensiTS investigati<m of this reaoti«3 by Temon, 
Akeroyd and Stroud (9) was reported in 1939 for the te^rature range 
25* to UOO* C* These workers found that a logarithnie law, 
w - k ln(at • c), (7) 
best fitted their data, vhere w « weight gain doe to the oxids film} 
t <• tinej and k, a and o are constants. For c eqaal to uni^, l/a equal 
to A, w equal to j, and l/k equal to k, this law is the same as that of 
Tanmann and Koster* Thus tl:w logarithnie law was discovei^d independently 
faamann and Koster in 1922 and by Vernon, Akeregrd aiul Stroud in 1939* 
Because Taaeiann's picmeering work was based on aeasurments obtained bgr 
a simple color »ethod, the results were not considered highly accurate* 
Ccoiseqaentlly, the work of Vernon attains considerable importance* 
Recently other oxidation reaotions have been found to follow the 
logarithmic law* Alexander and Fidgeon (lO) studied the oxidation of 
titanium by oxygen at low temperatures and at gas pressures of 2 to 20 cm* 
Hg* Thify were able to fit their data to a logairithmic equation similar to 
that of femon* Brodsky and Cubicciotti (11) have found that the oxidation 
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of silicon at high temperatures folloifB the logari-ttunio la*. These 
workers^ foUowlxig the method of Tammann and Koster« derived the 
l<^arltbmio law from Fick's lav of diffusioa. As stated abovej 
dir ^ do 
where w •* amount of diffused substance* c •* conoentration of the diffused 
species at a distance x frm the starting polnt| t • time and D « tiie 
diff^ion ooeffieient* If ti» diffusion of sane species through the 
growing oxide la^er is the rate-detenaining step for the reaotl(m and 
if the diffusion paths through the oxide are blocked in some statistical 
manner^ the concentration of iim diffusing species in the coat will 
decrease exponentially. Stated mathanatioally, 
where c^ and b are constants. Therefore* the conoentration gradient 
will be 
^ " "O^be ^  . (8b) 
Since the total thickness of the oxide* x* is related to w by a gravi-
s«»tric factor (w • gx)* 
Integrating* 
w • g/b In -DCgb^/g + o*J (8d) 
or 
w • k ln[ at • o« ] . (7) 
The condition t^t when w • 0, t « 0* requires that c* * 1. Hence, 
w - k In [l • at] * (8e) 
which is the logarithmic rate law. 
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At present, the exact mechanisms of the three oxidation lam are 
still not wll established. However, Evans (12) suBBnarised the various 
theories of these rate laws in 19U3, and no major changes have as yet 
beoQ proposed, 
1, fhe Linear Law, y > let •*' A, occurs when the filas fomed on 
metals are porous or non-continuous or in those cases where the film 
falls eomplstely airagr fron the metal as it is fon»d. Thus, a con­
tinually renewed metallio stirfaee is available for reaoti<m. 
2 2, "Bm ParaboliG Law, y •> kt -i* A, is followed when non*p(n>otts 
filss possessing icnsic and eleetronic ccmductirity are fonaed and is 
govexissd ionic migration under a potential gradient, 
3, The Logarithmic Law, y « k log []at • c J , is followed when the 
e^ve condi^ons for the parabolic law are absent, and is believed to 
be (tee to Bilgratlcm of interstitial matter ^oxigh flaw->paths or 
sones of lAOse structure in the outer part of the oxide film. Thus, 
actual rate of passage along a given path dspezKis upon the rate of 
erc»sing a less pervious inner film of constant thickness and is 
independent of the thickness of the (mter film, provided that no obstruc­
tion oocurs in the path through the outer film. If such an obstruction 
occurs, however, passage along the path in questicm becomes impossible, 
and the chance of obstruction of a given path will increase with the 
film thickness. It can be shown that the growth rate will fall off viih 
film thickness in accordance with the logarithmic law. 
s> 
3» Dependttnoe of oxldatlcm ratea on teiaperatare 
Pilling and Bedvorth (U) first fommlated an empirical eaqprassion 
relatii^ tcraperature and oxidation rate, bat it was socm diseardsd 
since no pfegrsical signifioarse coald be attached to it. Later Dunn (13) 
applied 'Uie Arrhenius equaticm to the oxidation of metals as a ftinotion 
of temperature* The use of this equation, 
^ ^ or k " Ae"^'^^, (9a) 
where k « oxidation rat^^ 7 absolute temperature and A and Q are 
constants* iras justified Dunn*s work with se'veral aetals. 
Arrhenius (lU) originally derived this equation starting with the 
•an*t Hoff equation. S^r taking the logarithn of each side of Equation 9a 
and setting Q equal to the relationship, 
In k • -E^f + constant, (9b) 
is observed where £ is the energy of activation. E be determined tgr 
plotting In k against l/f and solvit^ fcm* £ from the slope, which is 
equal to It is possible, therefore, to calculate a value for the 
energy of activation of a gas-iHetal reaction, providing the Arrhenius 
equation is valid for the data. 
Attwnpts have been made to attach some tl»oretical significance to 
the constant in the Arrhenius equation. Qulbransen (1$) oonbined theories 
of Mott (16) and gyring (17) ^diich theory, tdien applied to diffusion pro­
cesses, asst^s tiie presence of a transition state at the top of an 
energy barrier between initial and final states of diffusion, the 
transition states being in equilibrium with the initial state. He 
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asBtmed th« energy of activation E to be AF which is eqoal to AH - TAS. 
The final equation, using an introduced term, kT/h, for the parabolic 
rate law constant kp is. 
where k' « Boltsmann's constant, h • Plank's constant and d • the closest 
oatLon distance in cm. The significance of the varioxis terns is 
reviewed by Oulbransen* Although it is tempting to derive an entropy 
as well as a heat term, the validity of Equation 10 has not been con-
fimed and much work must be done, both experimentally and theoretically, 
to prove its worth* 
U* Itependenee of oxidation rate on pressure 
The dependence on gas pressure has been investigated for the oxida­
tion of only a few metals. Depending on the mechanism and rate-
determining step of the reaction, the gas presstire may or may not 
influeikze the reaction* WilkLna (16) suggested the idea of limiting 
pressures, both maximum and minimum, outside of which no definite rate 
law is followed. This type of range was observed to be true in the case 
of lithium-imter vi^r reac^ons (19). Bairer (20) has proposed two 
possible rate-pressure relationships for "Uie diffusion of gases into 
metals or solids* For activated diffusion without dissociation the 
equation is 
kp - 2k«T/h d2 (10) 
k • Cpe""^/^ • D (lla) 
and for diffusion with dissociation. 
k " -Op^/^e-^A + D, (nb) 
n 
whare k «• rate oonstant} p pressure} f " tmperatuzre] and C> b and 0 
are constants. Equation lib would be expected for a diatomic gas;^ 
while Ua would be true for axqr gas not dissociating before diffusing. 
It nsQr be noted that the above equations are yerj similar to the 
Arrhenius relationship (Equation 9a). 
B. S]qperia»ntal Methods 
1. Ifetoods of meaauremsnt 
The grariiaetric method is the most ccaraon method for the determina­
tion of oxidation rates because of its dtreetoess and general ccrnvwiience. 
In its simplest torn it consists of a furnace and an accurate balance. 
HovevBr« the best results ha've been obtained I17 using some fom of the 
quartz-fiber micrebalance or a quartz-spring balance. In these types of 
STstems successiw readings be mde, and a much more cmplete set of 
data can be collected. 
A second method of studying metal oxidations is the manoraetric 
method. The apparatus consists essentiall;^ of a heated reaction tube, 
a gas supply and a manometer. The reaction magr be followed eil^er bgr 
the disappearance of the reacting gas or the evolution of a reaction-
product gas. naturally, in the former t^e reaction products must not 
includte a gasf and in tl» latter the reacting gas mast be maintained at 
a constant pressure. When using the mancmetrie method, one must be 
certain that any evolved gas being measured does not react with the 
metal sample. If proper techniques are carried out, this method is as 
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good or iMitter than the graTimetrio method stu^jrlng certain gas* 
metal reactions. 
Other techniques used in the past might be mentioned. One is the 
electrcmetrio metitiod^ which consists of detenaining the qpiantiti^ of 
electricity needed to reduce the oxidation product to the metallic 
state, fhere are several optical methods as, the interference measure­
ment of light m very thin filEos, polarised light measurements and 
transparency- aeasurments. Also electrical resistance, stripped film 
ami Tacuua fusion masurements have been used. 
2. Methods for ejeaadLnation of reaction products 
Since a great deal of information about ^  nature and mechanism of 
a gas-^tal reaeticoi can obtained bfjr eocanining the reaction products, 
the various me^ods of examining metallic surfaces are important in the 
field of surface reactions. 
7hs X-regr me-Uiod can be used in stuc^ing oxidation products on 
metals to give infozmtion relating to identificati^, czystal size and 
orientation and the measuroaent of lattice parameters. The method is 
especially suitable for ©xaitdning thicker reaction-product coatings. If 
these are r«noved fr<ai metal, the ground ponder can be used as "Um 
specimen. Qlancing angle and back reflection teehniqi»s can be used 
vhile the oxide is still attached to the metal. 
fhe electrcm diffraction method has been used to a considerable 
extent for the examination of oxide films cm metals and is a well-recognized 
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tool for the identification of such filas. It is particularay suitable 
for the examination of the thinner oad.de lagrers because the dspth of 
penetration of the electrons is small. 
Microscopic exaainaU.an of oxide scale on isetals is a useful laethod 
of providing inforgntion on tiw characteristics of the oxide and tbe 
mechazdm of growth. Pfeil's work (21) on the necduuiism of oxidaticm 
of ferritic materials was done largely nicroscopic examinatiim. In 
p&rticul«e', he showed the iaportance of outward diffusitm of metal in a 
groMix^ oxide Isgrer bgr exaadning an inert chromie oxickt marker on the 
original surface. Similarly, Davies, Siaautd and Birahenall (22) have 
oli^erved inward diffixsios of anions in the oxidation of iron using 
platdsua aaz^cers. The detection of l^er formation in oxides is an 
obvious exmplo of ^  use of the microscqpio technique. Looati<»if 
distribution, grain sizof shape and other metallogri^hic characteristics 
of ocxides formed on metals are also features that are observed mioro-
scopicaUy. 
Oti^r esqperimntal techniques used in film observation are strip* 
ping of oxides, chemical analysis, emission spectrographic analysis and 
radioactive or isotopic tracer analysis. 
0. I^sical Properties of Thorium 
The physical as well as chemical properties of thorium are described 
in detail by several authors (23, ZU, 25, and 26)• Table 1 lists the 
important pj^-slcal properties of thorium metal along viih X-wgr data of 
compounds investigated in this research. 
lU 
Table 1. Phyaical constants pertaining to the reaction 
between thorluK and water tapes* 
X-ragr Data 
Gonpoond 
SyiBffletry 
OQrstea 
Lattice 
dineneitms 
Density y 
pi./ee« 
Th Gubls a • S.07$ 11.71 
Tfflg Tetrag<«al a^ " U.lJO 9.20 
a^ • ^.03 
»«3.7S Gubie a - 9.09 8.25 
TfaD, Gubie a - 5.5859 10.00 
Mo. 
8toiofai<»iietrio 
molectdea 
k 
2 
U 
k 
Atonio weight 
Atomle zmaber 
Deraiity (X«ra^ data) 
Melting point 
Boiling point 
Specific heat 
Coefficient of expansion 
Theneal oondtustirLtgr 
Electrical resietititjf 
Phnreical Properties of Thorium 
232.12 
90 
UL.7 
lii$b* - 1850* G. 
greater than 3000* G* 
26«8 joules/gm. atom * G. 
12.U X 10"^ (25* - 1000* C.) 
0.33 watts/«SB./* C. (100* - 300* C.) 
18.0 X ofasMsm. (20* G.) 
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m. ESFEgZMElim IHVESTXaATXQII 
A. Apparatus 
It ims fcuad tdiat the reaction betmen l^oriuB setal aad water 
Tapor coold be followed Igr measuring the pressuare Jjaerease due to 
evolved hgrdrogen in a olosed system. This faot follows frora the 
reaction 
Th • ZHgO —> ThOg • , (12) 
whiab iodieates that ligrdrogen is produced qoa&titativelgr. The rate of 
the above resiction was determined by introducing water into a suitable 
evacuated sTstem containing t^orlw aetal and loeasuring the px^essure 
change. A similar technique was used for lithius-water vapor reacti<m 
studies (19). The thorira apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The 
reaotiosi Isibe A was constructed of 25««* •disaster vycor and 30 cm. in 
length. The thorium sample B was suspended in the reaction tube bf 
aeans of a stainless steel support. Around the reacticm tube was a 
furnace C. A block diagram of the furnace-temperature control is shown 
in Figure 2. The furnace had a Chronel*A heating winding and a 
I^tiaun t^perature-sensing winding. At £ was a water inlet tube. A 
serua bottle rubber stoi^r was at the top of iHao inlet tube^ covered 
with a pool of neroury through which water could be injected into ^  
ST-stoa by means of a hypodemic cQrringe. Stopcock H led to an ISnm.-
bore calibrating manoneter F aad throtigh stopcock K to a two-stage Hg 
diffu8i<8i pumping stfstem. 
u 
TO VACUUM 
CALIBRATING 
MANOMETER 
RECORDING 
MANOMETER 
COLD 
TRAP SYRINGE 
TO RECORDING 
POTENTIOMETER MERCURY 
SERUM 
BOTTLE 
STOPPER 
REACTION TUBE 
METAL SAMPLE 
FURNACE 
Ficvvt 1. ifMMMivi# iwp th« yomUm vt itm 
tetMita ibotim wA wti^ nvm 
B- FURNACE 
A.C. 
LINE 
AMPLIFIER AMPLIFIER 
DETECTOR OSCILLATOR 
D.C. POWER 
SUPPLY 
Figure 2* Block diagram of furnace-temperature controller (R^ " Pt temperature-sensing 
furnace winding) 
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A reoordixig oerciirial raanoneter B, following the design of Swe and 
Qibba (27}» was used to oontLnaously neMure the total gas pressiire in 
the ssjrsten. It ccmsisted of a large bolb meroiucy manometer wit^ a 
length of resistance wire (No. 30 Chrcanel-A) placed concentrically in 
the mercurjr ooltnn* fhe resistance wire was included in a direet 
cxirrent bridge circuit shown in Figure 3. The degree of imbalance of 
the Inridge was followed with a recording potenticHneter. C^raticna of 
the device required tJbiat the bridge first be balanced when the pressure 
in tl» apparatus was zero. Then» as the raerciar7 coltsan rose due to 
increasing pressure, the resistance of the concentric wire decreased, 
causing the potenticmeter pen to dzive up scale* frtm a suitable 
calibratiim curve, chart readings were ccmverted to jOHfissure. A slowlsr 
inereeu^ing gas pressure could thus be followed over a period of several 
hours. 
Mi^ the exception of the reaction tube, the entizv qy^stem was 
wrapped wi^ electrical-resistance heating tapes. The iwter vapor 
pressure could, therefore, be controlled bf the degree of current in the 
tapes, with the coldest spot determining the exact value. A calibration 
was made wherebjjr different vapor pressures of water could be reproduced. 
The furnace was also calibrated and ^e reaction t^perature was 
iwasuz^ means of a calibrated tiienaoeoaple and a recording 
potentiossaeter. 
In order to teat the validity of the manometric apparatus results, 
a second apparatus was constructed b7 which the reaoti<« rates could be 
300 VOLT 
POWER 
SUPPLY 
Ra = 25jCi 
HELIPOT 
MERCURY 
MONOMETER 
#30 NIGHROME 
WIRE, 
20 CL 
TERMINAL STRIP 
TO PORTABLE 
POTENTIOMETER 
* + 
TERMINAL STRIP 
TO 0-60 MV. BROWN 
RECORDER 
Figtire 3. Schematic diagram of recording mercurial manometer 
/ 
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studied 137 direot Height-gain measurements* It consisted essentiftXly 
of a quarts! microbalance enelosed in a glass "raouum ^stim as shoim 
in Figure U* The quartz fiber microbalaawe C vas similar in principle 
to that of Bdwards and Bald^ (28) id.th the main differenoe being 
the hearier oapaeitgr iiitk a cemsequent loner sensitiidt^. The balance 
load In these (ncpejrinents was approxiaately 5 gR* on each side of the 
beam and veighings were raade to l/lOO ag. The balance beaa consisted of 
a U««Ba. quarts tube 16 cm. in l^gth. A Cunife sagnet approadUnatelT' 
3 m» in disneter and 2 em. in length was placed inside the beam equi­
distant from both etuis. Quartz fibers were palled from eaoh side of the 
beam at its center and fastened to a supporting quarts frame. Hooks 
were placed on each end of the beam frcm which weights could be suspended. 
The position of the balance beam could be electroroagnetically 
controlled by current flowing through two coils of No. 26 heavy Formvar 
ma^Eiet wire* placed aboTs and below ttoe balance as shown in the :d.gure 
at D. The coils, mounted on two clear plastic spools (Lucite), were 
apprtHcimately U l/2 inches in diameter axid consisted of 1500 tunis each. 
The resistance of each coil was 58 ohms* They were connected in series 
with a 100»CXX) ohm variable decade resistance boK« a 22 l/2*volt battery 
and a li.56-ohm constantan wire resistor. Accurate measurement of 
current was made measuring IR drop across this resistor b^r means 
of a potentiometer. The balance was calibrated bj measuring the amount 
of current required to raise each of a set of lo^ision weights back to 
a selected null point, and all subsequent masureeciients oftplOTed the null 
method. A plot of millivolts (potentiometer readings) •yersus milligrams 
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Figure U. Gravisietrio iqiparatus for studTing the kinetics of the reaction between thorium and 
water vapor 
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was made and a straight line was obtained for weights of 0 to ^  ng. 
Aa was reported by Edwards | an approxiiaate relationship of 1 na. to 
1 sg. was observed. 
flK> balance was enslosed in a vater-Jaoketed glass tube approxi­
mately 25 m. in diameter and 35 cm. in length. The water was 
circulated through the jaclcet flron a constant temperature bath. It was 
allowed to enter the jacket hy gravity flow and then to empty into a 
Bewar flask. A circulating pvunp pos^d the water back into t^e bath. 
Mo pimp vibration was transmitted to the balance. A total toaperature 
drop of <mly three degrees was observed in the returning water. 
An arm extended fron each end of the balance containerf Ia iAd.oh 
the weii^hts could be suppwted at A and B. At A tiioriua ojlinders were 
suspended and situated inside a small furnace. This furnaoe» shown in 
Figure S, cemsisted of a special core, 17 ma. in diameter and 7 or* in 
length, fabricated frcm lava and fired at 1000* C. The temperature 
control circuit, the diagram of which is shown in Figure 3, was the 
8«ug» as that uMd for the manonetrlc-flqpparatus furnace. V^indings of 
No. 30 Nichrome and 0.005-inch-disraeter platinun were wound <« the lavm 
core in a double set of l/l6-inoh threads, with l/32-inoh spacings 
between the platinun and Michroiae wires. A Hichrceie shield was placed 
around the windLzigs, and the furxuce was supported from a standaxHi taper 
as shown in Figure 5. A calibraticm was made for the furnace frtm 
100* to 600* G. 
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Figure 5. Furnace contained in gravimetric apparatus 
2k 
fhe rest of -Uie ^stean consisted of a vat^r inlet l»ibe F ifith a 
aexvm bottle stopper and pool of mercoxy for admitting imter into the 
^t«R; a (toable sighting window G, throu^ t^ch the balance could be 
zeroed tfjr the crosshairs of a measttring inlcx>osc<^} a themaaeter H for 
measuring the tonperatuire of the water circtilaidi^ ttooagh the jacket| 
ai^ a pressure-caJJlbrating aeuiometer 1. All parts of sfystem not 
heated bgr the cireulatjUig water were wrapped with heating tapes* As 
was 'Uie case in the manometric system^ the Tapcn* pressure was controlled 
tjy the amount of current flowing through the tapes* with the coldest 
spot deteimining the vapor pressure value. Two photographs of the system 
are shown in Figure 6* 
As indicated in Equation 12, the reaction between ttrarlum and water 
vapor produces hydrogen. Since it was not Imown whether the evolved 
hydrog^ entered into the reaction* the evolved lydrogen was removed in 
some of the runs to deterralne ax^ effect tbe absence of hydrogen laight 
have. It has been reported (29) that at temperatures of 2^* or above, 
palladiisB will permit hydrogen from a higher pressure to diffuse through 
it to a lower pressure. This principle was utilised at K in the figuire. 
A palladium thimble, .001 inches thick, about 6 cm. in length and 6 rm. 
In outside diameter, was placed between the reactl(m aystoa and the 
vacuuB system. It was mounted in a converted Type 507 1cm vacuua gauge 
making use of the spiral grid as a heater which was connected to a vaxlao. 
The filament of the gauge was removed and a Chromel-^ltxael themoccuple 
was attached to the fllaB»nt leads. Thus the temperature of the heating 
coll could be measured at asy tine. Qjr heating l^e thimble to 300* and 
Figure 6. QravliMtrlo apparatus. Top photo shorn entire 
app&ratua while lower photo is of microbalanc® 
and reaction aysten 
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olosing the e^st^m to the direct •acutua lead^ any hsjrdrogen evolfed in 
the reaeti<»i ocmld readiljr be removed throi;^h the palladiugi without 
affecting the water •i^>or« 
B* Prooedore 
fhorim imtal was obtained from the Ames Laboratozy of the Atondo 
Energy Conmlssion in the form of a large billet. Spectrographic 
analysis previously nade bgr th« analytical section of the Ames 
Laboratoiy indicated that the total iMpurities were as followst 
c lOO.O - U20.0 pim Be 60.0 Fi»i 
I 158.0 - 155.0 Oa <50.0 
B < 0.5 <-20.0 
Cd < o a  Si < 50.0 
Za < 20.0 Fe 105.0 
A1 < 25.0 m  <20.0 . 
Cylinders approximately 2 inches in length and 1/2 inch in diameter were 
prepared for the manometrie runs* For the gravimatric experiments the 
dimensions of the cylinders were 3A in length and 1/5 inch in 
diamter. IHiey irare prepared by machining tinder sodium-dried turbine 
oH. Machining oonditions were carefully controlled and repeated for 
each cylinder to insure a uniform metal surface for the entire group of 
samples used in this sta^sr. As a result of these precautions* a smooth-
sf^aring, shiny surface was obtained on the cylinders with no apparent 
tarnishing. The freshly machinsd (^'linders were stored under sodiun-
dried turbine oil until used. All handlintg of the cylinders was by 
mms of rubber-tipped forceps or surgical gloves which had bMn dipped 
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in dry turbim oil. This proeaution was neoassarjr to obviate the forma-
tion of active centers on the metal surface. 
Immdiately preeading the experimental reaotionSf the dinensiotis 
of the flinders were measured using machinists' calipers} and» in the 
case of the grayimetrie runs, the cylinders were weighed after rmoving 
tfhf» oil from the thorian. The oil was roaoved tising a rinse of soditu^ 
dried Skslly B followed tgr one in sodiua-dried diethyl ether. Daring 
this latter ilnse operation, the cylinders were placed in the appr<^riate 
support, depending on the type of experiment. For the sianQnet»>ic 
experiments, the cylinder and support were placed in the reaoticm tube, 
the tube connected to the systcsn and the aystera evaeuated. For the 
gravii^tric run, an appropriate stainless steel counter-weight ms 
selected and the two objects were suspended tern the balanoe beam. The 
side arras, one containing the microfurnace, were attached to the system, 
and the Q^t«Ba was evacuated. 
/ 
In both types of experiments the evacuation was continued for 1 hour, 
in i^ich tlj^ the furnaces and heating tapes reached the desired 
tmperatures. At this time each system was clowd to the vacuom pumps 
and water Introduced though ttw inlet tube. For the manoraetric run, 
the potentiometer pen had previously been zeroed at a chart reading 
alreat^ selected when calibrating the manomiterj and as the reaction 
between water vapor and thorium proceeded, ttm pressure of the hydrog«i 
evolved was recorded. For the gravimetric systmt reactloxi, a zero 
weight reading (in millivolts} for the microbalance was obtained before 
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^dtHwg the water* A stopiratch was started at the time of addition of 
the water and readings of the current required to null the micro* 
balance were taken at 5-»inute intervals* Reactions were followed for 
about hS to 60 laimites for both of the agratems. 
Because two of the rate variables, vapor pressure and tflsnperature, 
are not independent, it was necessary to be able to vary one and hold 
the other constant. This was accomplished by aeans of the variable 
furnace and ttie variable heating tapes* The vapor pressure, in both 
systoasf could be held constant while the reactdl<»i tmperature was 
varied froa IDO* to 600* C* Sisiilariljr# the tanperature of the reactii^ 
thorium could be held constant while the vapor pressure was changed 
froa 25 to IDO nm. Hg for a series of runs* In caleulating tin thorium 
oxide weight gain from the hydrogen gas preeaures, a correction had to 
be applied for ttoe dLf fereiwes of t«tnperature in the two parts of the 
mancnietrle 8^8 tm. 
Several analyses of the reaction products wei« nade using powler 
X*rfl7 diffraction, surfaoe X-ray diffraction and spectrographio 
analysis. A vvcuan fusion teobnique was used to detect tlw presence of 
adsorbed or absorbed gases^ followed by mass speotranetrio analysis of 
the gases* A series of runs were carried out in the raancmetrie s^ston 
using DgO rather than HgO vapor* For mechanism studies, a 0.05-inch 
diameter platiinim wire was sectirely placed vartLeaUy into the side of 
a l^riua cylinder and the end of the wire machined even with the 
thorium surfaoe. The relationship of the end of the wire to the thoxltsa 
surfaoe could be observed raieroscopioally after a regular reaeti<m with 
water vapor* 
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17. EXPIiSIMSHTAL BESULXS AND IffSCUSSrOfi 
A. Examination of Beaotion Products 
As the various manometrie reactions between thorium and water vapor 
proceeded, the following observations were made* The pressure due to 
tim liberated htsrdrogen increased slowly, and it appeared that a proteo-
td-w film was being formed. Over a temperature range from 200* to 
600* C. different-appealing iMPodttots were observed. Froai 200* to 275* 
a doll-black coat was fomed on the thorium sanple idiioh did not change 
in color over a period of 2 or more hours. After an hour, however, the 
material started to powder and fall frm the sample. Between 300* and 
li5o* the color of the growing li^er was either gray or white, with the 
whitest product being at 375*. At $00* the product appeared to b9 
almost metallic in nature, «4iile at 600* the gray material was observed 
again. Ho differences in e^pearance were observed, however, at angr one 
temperatifire iidien the reaetions were carried out under different water 
vapor pressures. 
In order to know the composition of these reactifm i»>oduot8, samples 
of the coat were scraped off as powder and X-ragr pictures were taken in 
a powder camera fcQr the Ames Laboaratoiy X-ray group. It was possible to 
secure powder samples only up to U50*, but the powder patterns of all 
smples taken imre identical with that obtaimd mplojring an authentic 
Th02 sample. For information concerning the entire toraperature range, 
rectangular specimens of thorium metal were prepared and water v^por 
reactions oarried out at 25o*, 3S0* and SOO*. Each temperature 
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correspondsd to one of the color varlatlone of reaction product. These 
samples were id»n analyzed lay means of a reeording X-ragr diffractoneter. 
TfR} saa^le regions of the results are shoim in Figures 7 aiKi 8. All 
peaks ax« attributed to either or thorium metal and show identical 
lattice constants for all three samples. HoweTsri there is a narked 
difference in the intensity and distinctness of the peaks. Going from 
a low to high temperature it is clearly observed that the 29 values vary 
froa low, indistinct peaks to sharp, well«defined ones. As was the ease 
with the LiOH coating (19), the low, broad peaks are believed to indicate 
extrmeljr small crystals, while the sharp peaks in the higher teenperatuxe 
range show that a larger, more perfect crystal is present. 
Anotl^r check made cm the products of the thoriun-water vapor 
reaction was an analysjjs of the gas produced. A sample of the gas was 
eoUeeted, the water vapor frosen out and the remaining gas analyzed in 
a mass spectrometer. Only ligrdrogen was found to be paresent in the mass 
spec^ except for a trace of residual water vap<H>. 
It was observed that at SOO* or above, a silvery material was 
deposited just outside the furnace on the inside of the reaction tube. 
Samples of this material were collected and analyzed speotrographically. 
Tb» analysis showed ^  follotdng elcMients to be presenti thoriuB, 
So per centj eadsiium, 30 per centj and zinc, 20 per cent. It is 
surprising that thorium should distill off at as low a temperature as 
500*, but evidently sme interaetaUic caapmmd is formed. Samples of 
^e thorium which had been reacted at 5^* were machimd and allowed to 
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Flgiire 7* X-ray diffraction recordings of thoriumi-water vapor 
reaction products showioag 2 0 values between 70* and 80* 
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Figure 8» X-ray diffraxition recordings of thorium»irater vapor 
reaction products showing 2 0 values Isetween UO* and 5b* 
% 
resQt at a lower temperature. No apparent differenee in rate vas 
observed compared to other reactions of different cylinders at the 
same temperature and pressure. 
B. Rate Law DeterainatlwM 
Since tba reaction of ttoosiLiai vith water va^r proceeds vith t^e 
formati(«ii of a fbO^ surface film, the reaetlon<*rate data are expected 
to fit one of the three gas-solid rate laws stated in Equations $ or 
6* A ccinpazlson of these three laws is resented in Figure 9 to 
determine which law best describes the data obtained from a t{n>icaX 
manoanetric experiment. !]!he weight of water vapor in siUigraos reacted 
2 per em. of ihtxctvm surface is plotted against the appropriate functicm 
of time. The water vapor, weight values were obtained from hydrogen 
pressures b^f determining the total voluffie of the reaction aj^sto^* the 
volxuas mud surface area of the thorium (flinders and then utiliaing the 
ratio of produced to water vapor reacted as determined frm 
the chemical equation involving reaction of thorium with water 
vapor. The liifdrogen pzvssures were obtained bFjr subtracting the vapor 
presstires of water at ^  temperature being studied fron the total 
pressure. In ccmverting f^oR hgrdarogm pressure to milligrams of water 
reacted, it was mcessary to take Into account the higher tonperature of 
the reaotl<m tube. 
It was assumed that tlM surface areas used for these calculations 
were on]ly mininum areas and thus the rate constants were maximam in 
value, ttw areas could well have had actual values eq^ to twice those 
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Figure 9. Comparison of three rate laws for gas-metal reactions using thor±uin--Hater 
vapor data 
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lAileb were calculated, dae to sorfaoe uxievsnnesa fomed in tbe machining 
process and to the nature of the metal. Additional nwk on the true 
surface area deteminatitm of machined metals is needed to <^tain 
absolute rate constants. It was assumed, however, that the true 
surface areas vere propcn>ti(mal to iim calculated areas iff ft fairly 
constant factor. This was substantiated by the reproducibility of the 
data obtained frcra both the manometric and gra^djauitrio esqieriaents. 
Frcn Figuz^ 9 a straight line is observed for the l<^arith»ie treatment 
of the data* ^e curves, concave upward for the parabolic plot and 
concave downwax^l for the linear plot, emphasize the conclusion that a 
logaritlmde rate lav is followed. Similar plots of data from other 
experiments corroborate this conolusion. 
The value of the constant "a" in tlM logarithmic equatitm was set 
equal to O.ijO hr Brodslqr And Cubicciotti (11) in silicon*oxygen reaction 
rate studies, but its magnitude under the conditions of this research 
was ^pirically determined bf finding that value which best fitted the 
experimental data. Different values of "a," ranging Srom. 0.20 to 0.80, 
irere applied in a series of plots involving the veight of vater reacted 
veraaa the logarithmic time function. As shovn in Figure 10, & value of 
0.^ provided the best of the straight lines obtained, although tdie 
function is relatively insensitive to the value of "a." 
C. Tes^erature and Pi<essure Bepwodenee 
araphs vere prepared for each reaction which contaijmd HjO 
reacted per cm,® thtarlua plotted against log [l + O.USt] , where "t" is 
LOG [I + 0.8t] 
APPROPRIATE UNITS FOR TIME OF 50 MINUTES 
Figure ID* Coniparison of values for the constant "a" in logarlttamlc rate law 
using thoriusHwater vapor data 
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tiaifl in hours* Talues of the logarithnio rate constants **1^ were 
f(»iBd as tim slopes of the initial part of 'Uie otir-ves* id»re definite 
straight lines were evident. Table 2 lists the slopes in mg./cm.^-log 
hoars for each mancHoetrio run and lists the aTsrage slopes at eseh 
tmperature and water vs^r pressure* Table 3 gives similar informal 
tio» for soiae thorin»*hea-«y water vapor manometrio runs, as does 
Table U for thorium-water vapor gravimetric reactions. The heavy water 
vapor pressures were corrected hy adjusting current in the heating 
tapeSf as required bgr the difference in HgO and rapor pressuxv-
t«aperature relationships (30). 
Typical examples of the plots are shown in Figures 11 and 12* 
Fi^ore U contains plots of the reaction data for a constant water 
vapor pressure of 70 m&, Hg and over a series of temperatures tvm 200* 
to UOO* C. Two distinct regions are indicated by the use of two 
differrant ^pibols* corresponding to "toe black oxide fomed from 2(^* 
to 275* and the white or gray oxide formed from 300* to UOO** Figure 12 
indicates that the reactions are both pressuzv and temperatiire 
dependent in the range studied. The figure contains plots of the data 
at 300* and over a water vapor pressure range of 25 i^* to 100 mm, Hg. 
A more conplete picture of the twnperature and pressure dependence of 
the thoriuB-water vapor reactions aa;y be observed in Figures 13 and lU. 
In Figure 13 t^ie three reacti(m>iH>odact regions are clearly indicated 
by tbs plots of rate constants versus tcssperature. At each of -Uie three 
pressures the reacti(»i rates uniformly increase from SX)* to 275** at 
which point they suddenly drop. After a slight minjjflDra, the rates again 
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Table 2. MaiuMaetrio ^ozluof-vater vapor reaetion data 
fWap,, 7apor pressure« Average slope k, 
Hun • c. im, Hg ram./cm. -1<^ hr# ag./oa. -log hr. 
I-l 
1-2 
n-1 
n-2 
III-l 
m-2 
200.0 ItO 
70 
100 
1.S6 
1.50 
2.25 
2.00 
3.33 
2.96 
1.53 
2.12 
3.15 
I?-l 
I?-2 
T-1 
T-2 
VI-1 
?I-2 
225.0 Uo 
70 
100 
2.00 
1.76 
3.50 
2.82 
5.I4O 
5.00 
1.88 
3.20 
5.20 
m-1 
VII-2 
vni-1 
7III-2 
n.i 
IX.2 
230,0 140 
70 
100 
2.60 
2.5b 
5.00 
5.00 
6.70 
6.15 
2.55 
5.00 
6.U2 
l-l 
X-2 
XI-1 
XI-2 
xn-1 
m-2 
m-3 
275.0 ho 
70 
100 
3.25 
2,hO 
6.15 
5.28 
7.27 
5.50 
7.00 
2.82 
5.71 
6.59 
XIII-I 
XIII-2 
XIII-3 
XIT-1 
XIf-2 
XIV-3 
XV-1 
xr-2 
300.0 Uo 
70 
100 
2.9U 
2.86 
3.75 
5.25 
5.38 
5.62 
8.33 
7.50 
3.18 
5.U2 
7.91 
ItO 
Table 2 (Continued) 
temp.f Vapor preaaum* Slop® K, Avai^e slope k, 
R-m * G. Hg «m. / f f la.®-log hr, ®g./ia.2-log hr. 
XVI-1 350.0 ItO 5.25 5.12 
in.*2 5.00 
Xtn-1 7D 9.52 9.76 
XfEI-2 10.00 
XVm-1 100 12.00 12.50 
xvm-2 13.00 
XIX-1 1)00.0 Uo 1.60 1.56 
XIX-2 1,53 
70 U.82 U.U2 
XX-2 11.00 
»C-3 11.U3 
"1 100 17.70 17.72 
XII-2 17.67 
XXn-1 k25.0 100 20.80 20.80 
XXin«l 500.0 liO 0.20 0.18 
xxni»2 0.17 
XXIII-3 0.17 
XXIf-l 70 1.33 1.83 
IXI?-2 2.33 
Et?-1 100 9.51* 9.5U 
XXW-1 600 liO 1,00 1.00 
XXfII-1 70 2.50 2.50 
xran-i loo U.62 It.62 
k x  
fable 3. Mazioaetrlo thoriim-heatur water (D2O) vapw reaction data 
Te^p.f 7s^r pressure Slqpe k. 
Run * C. tm» Hg »g./oa.^«>log hr. 
I-l 200 70 1,50 
1-2 1.88 
II-l 225.0 70 2.90 
ni-1 250.0 70 5.00 
IY-1 275.0 70 3.75 
Vf'Z 3.89 
Y-1 300.0 70 U.U7 
Y-2 5.67 
YI-1 350.0 70 9,01 
VI-2 9.55 
m-l liOO.O 70 12.90 
^2 
Tabl« U. aravinstrio thcHCluB-vatttr Tapor raaetion data 
T<OTp., Vapor praesw©, Sl®pe k, 
Rtm • G. am. Hg Hg./o»,«-log hr. 
1-2* 
n-i 
n-2* 
in-i 
ni-2 
i?-i 
?-i 
V-3 
fI-1 
Tl-2* 
ra-1 
TII-2 
mi-x 
n-i 
IX-2^ 
n-3 
x-r. 
X-2 
x.3^  
XX-1 
XI-2* 
ua-1, 
xin-i 
IIII-2* 
XIV-l 
XI7-2 
200.0 1)0.0 X.68 
X.65 
70.0 2.1^ 6 
2.28 
225.0 1}0.0 2.80 
2.50 
70.0 3.36 
250.0 ito.o 2.60 
3.00 
2.80 
70.0 U.82 
U.77 
275.0 Uo.o 3.33 
U.16 
70.0 5.00 
300.0 iiO.O 3.20 
3.25 
U.IO 
70.0 5.90 
6.75 
lt.70 
350.0 i^O.O 7.20 
7.18 
70.0 9.75 
iiOO.O liO.O 13.60 
13.20 
70.0 13.50 
12.U0 
» 
I^rdrogaa a-voXTBd ronoved through paHadlam tidnbXs. 
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Figure U. Logartthmic plot of thorluio-water vapor data at 70 nmi, Hg water 
vapor pressure and vazying tenperatures 
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Figure 12. Logarithmic plot of thorixua-vater vapor data at 300* C* and vazyixig 
water vapor pressures 
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Figure lU» Effect of watej>vapor pressure on rate constants from, thorium-water vapor data 
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iaoirease with ths ltO»nR« rmgia roaohlng a maxlmuB at 3$0*« foUoMed tjj 
a minimm at 500*, The other two pressure ranges are similar, the 70-iaa, 
range having a maxiTOW rate constant at ttOO* and a minimum at $S0* and 
the lOOHom* range having a maadntm and Bdnlmag at U35* and 600*» 
respeetlvely. 
Bate ooaastants are plotted against mter v«^r pressures in 
Pigtire lUy and a pressure depwidenoe is observed over the entire tempera­
ture range studied. Plots were made involving various funetlons of 
pressure, such ma f, and The best straight lines ifore obtained 
using the first power of pressure* Thus the pressure dependence is 
fizvt order. 
!>• Aetiration Energjr Detezminati(ms 
It was stated that a form of the Arrhenius expression^ Equation 
oould be used to (totemine the aetlva'U.m energjr for the thoriusi-vater 
vapor reaction. This Is aoeomplisfaBd Isgr plotting log k against 1^ and 
determining the slope^ vtaare "k" is the rate constant and "T" the 
absolute temperature. "E," the activation energy, is equal to 
-2.303 X B X slope. Three different water vapor pressures, IjO, 70 and 
100 m, Bg, were utilised in the reactions. Plots of log k versus 1^ 
are shown tor these three pressure ranges in Figures 15, 16 and 17, 
Figure 15 shows the plotted data for bo-tii manooMitrie and gravimetrio 
nethods at I|0 nn., with the straight lines being drawn to fit 'Um mano-
mtric data (»i3y. The two differing reaction-product regitms are 
clearly divided as shown br the sudden break at 275*. Also, it is 
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observed that tm the *tool«, the graviffletric rates are significantly 
hi#er than the manowetrie by a fairly constant ratio. HoNever« at 
350* and ijOO* quite a variation in rates appeam between the two 
methods. It is eTident that tfas sadden drop in rate of the nanooietrio 
reactions at this temperature may not be a real one. A following 
section on reeehanisn investigation wUl deal with this regi<m m>v9 in 
detail. 
The yO'-mi, range plot shows the heavy water data in addition to 
the mananetric and graviiaetriG rate constants. Again the straight 
lines have been drawn to fit only the manosawtrio data^ but the ^avi-
Retrie rates are in close agreeaaent with tlM man<3B»^ie oa«s» or 
probably tend towards even a straighter line. Not too tti»h can be said 
about the heavy water reaction data, since there is no significant 
orer-all difference. In the 70-ima, plots the sudden break is more 
clearly observed at 275* than with the liO-m. reactions. The 100<^. 
plots in Figure 17 show the Irast oonfomitgr to the two straight lines. 
In all tihree pressure ranges the points at 275* are not reproducible. 
In Figure 18 only the Buu»»wtric data have been used for the three 
paressure ranges. Average values at each temperature and pressure have 
been used and parallel lines drawn i^ioh best fit the data. The 
iMthod of least squares was used to deteraine slopes and tixos activa­
tion energies for each set of points. AotivatLcm energies for the 
least square plots had values of between 5.0 smd 7.2 keal.^ole sl»»dng 
excellent agreement. Me to the fact, howeverj, that several of the sets 
ccmtain only three points, a lutifomt set of parallel lines was drawn. 
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all of Dhioh were still vithin the eacperinental error. The aetiTation 
energy calculated firom these parallel lines la 6.iiU koal./inole, a 
fairly good average. This value compares favorably with the 5 to 6 
ksal. value found for the loner t«nperatare litiiiua-water vapor 
reaotion (l!^)* 
£• Meohanism Investigation 
is aentloned in the review of the literature, several ideas have 
beat laresented concerning what species diffuses in a surface oxidation 
reae14c9a on the ass^tion that diffusiaa of some species through the 
growii^ codLde lagrer is the rateodetermining step. Sevez>al experlnsttnts 
were* therefore, undertaken to learn more about the mechanism of the 
thoriua^ater vapor reaction. important faet, based cm the reaction 
rate data, was pressure dependence of the rate constants. In order 
to get a more definite relationship between pressure and rate constants, 
ideal rate constants were calculated fr<m the straight lines in 
figuz« IB. These values were then plotted against pressure, as was 
done in Figure lU, but with much more agreement as to first-order 
dependence, as is indicated in Figure 19. This indicates that the 
rate-determining step depends direetly on the mter vapor pressure, and 
therefore diffusion of thorium i<Mis would be a remote possibility. As 
a result, if the rate of reaction is dependent on diflVisi(m of some 
species through the oxide coat, diffusion of water molecules through t}» 
coat should be considered. This may be possible when a cfflnpazdlson of 
the radii of various species involved is c<»»9idered. The water 
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Figure 19» Water vapor pressure versus ideal rate constants showing first-order effect 
of pressure on thoriiua-water vapor reaction rates 
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h«9 A radlus jttst a little less than the ttaoriaa oo-valeat 
radius* and tibte fh^ radius is two Uiird the value of both. It^ 
therefore. Bust be assuaed that ^  thorium speoies present in this 
systeBi is not entirely the ionic and that the conditions are 
such that the water moXeeules are freer to diffuse into the oxide than 
the thorisB species to difl^ise out. 
Beeause the pressure dei^endenoe of the reactions was first order, 
Ei^ticm Ua appears to be valid. Since the equati<m states that 
rate «• Gpe"^^ • D, if rate is plotted against »p," the sl«^ should be 
equal to and the intercapt equal to "D." Tiieae constants were 
calculated from Hgure 17« and the ocmpleted equations tabulated in 
Table It is seen that the values for the constsuit "C" are approodL-
aately 20 and 30 for the 200* to 275* range and 300* to IjOO* range, 
respectively, vith good agreement of corresponding valwis, and Barrer*s 
postulate of diffusion of a single species into a solid is followed. 
As a comparison. Equation 9a is utilised lAtich states that rate • Ae*^^^. 
In this case values of ''A" were calculated from Figure 18 by usit^ rate 
constants and activation energies alrea^ determined. Table 6 shorn the 
equaticms in a form vorr sinilar to -tiiose in Table 5. The constants 
are observed to be about equal in value, t^e differences being in the 
intercepts of the pressure equations. 
Further support of the thecay of water molecules or sone related 
species diffusing inward came from the platinua marker experiment. The 
position of the end of a platintan wirej which had been previously 
% 
Table 5. Preosure rate eqoatl^aa (rate « 
vi 1) - xioj 
200.0* C, rate - p • 0.1 - 30.11i pe + o.l 
30 30 «. 3220 
225.0* G. rate • p • 0.1 " 30.30 pe "JJ!?? * 
250.0* C. rate - p • 0.15 " 29,9k pe" • 0.l5 
300.0* 0. rate - P • 0*^0 " pe" * O.bO 
3&).0* C. rate • p • 0.5d • 20.30 pe" + 0.50 
ltOO.O* C. rate - p + 0.50 • 20.35 pe"* + 0.50 
Average eqoatitm for lower twaperattire ranget 
rate • 30.13 pe"^^®^ • 0.12 
A^rage equation for upper temperature ranget 
rate - 20.27 pe"^^^'''^ • 0.U7 
S7 
Table 6* Temperature rate equa^ona 
Lower Tw^>eratiire Rai^e 
UO an. - rate - 1295 e"^^ • 32.U (Uo)e"^^* 
70 nn. - rate - 2HS • 31.0 (io)e"^WiO^T 
100 MB. - rate • 3110 • 31.1 (lOO)e"^^'^' 
Average equation for lomr temperature range t 
rate •• 31.5 (p)e'"^ ^^  ^
0pper Yeia^rature Range 
rate - 928 . 22.9 (liO)e''^^* 
rate - 1512 0-6^40^1! . 21.6 
rate • 2120 «-6WiOAT . 21.2 (I00)e"^^°^^ 
itO an. -
70 MB. -
100 an. • 
Average equation for upper temperature ranget 
rate • 21.9 (p)e"^ '^^ *^ 
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machined level with the thorium surface of a (^lindrlcal speelnen« was 
observed through a mioroscope after the cylinder had been reacted 
with water vapor. Mlorophotographa» made after sectioning and polish-
ii^ the speolaen, are shown in Figure 20. It is evident that the 
platinum extends out from the metal surface, indicating that diffusion 
inward of some species has taken place and reaction had taken place at 
the metal'-coating interface. If some thwium species had diffused from 
the netal through tiie oxide Ligrert the oxide should have grown outward^ 
leaving the netal surface and platinua wire in a single plane. 
One fact needing exi^anation was the difference in rate constant 
values obtained Igr gravl£ttstrie and manometrio methods in the ItOnnia. 
pressure range, especially at higher twnperatures. Since the greatest 
differences were at 350* to UOO* C., gravimetric sttsiples of these 
reactions were analy^zed for dissolved or otherwise bound l^drogen by 
a vacuum heating technique. This consisted of heating each sample to 
1200* C. in a previoxuily evMuated system and measuring the resulting 
gas pres8\ire« The evolved gas was then analysed by means of a mass 
spectrometer. Examined \3S^ the same awthod were several thorium cylinders 
which had previously been reacted with water rapor but n^ich were 
machined down to the metal surface. Several other cylinders which had 
never been in contact with water vapor were similarly examined. Ths 
results were as foUowit 
Cylinder reacted at 1(00* and liO m. lU.OO ppsi 
Cylinder reacted at 350* and iiO mm. 65*00 pisn 
Pigar« 20 • Hicrophotographs of titoriuB cyXiader 
after reaotlon ifith water ivpov* Top 
pboto shows platinun wire on left 
extending abovt metal aiu'faoe, indieat-
ing an inwajrd diffusion mechanism. 
Xtower photo shows a topical thorion 
surface after reaotltm wit^ water vapor. 
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Freshly^ sachlned flinders previoaaly ^ 
reacted 33.00 ppn Hg 
Freshly mftehined ojrlin^rs not prevloasly ^ 
reacted 1.13 PP» Hg 
ThBW results leave little doubt that hgrdrogen was present In 
aetal after a thoriua-water vapor reaetlcm had taken place. The 
establishment of the presence of dissolred hQrdrogen in reacted Qrlinders 
could well be the explanation for the observed rate constant lainima 
between UOO* and 500* in Figure 13. Experiments involving rwaoval of 
^drogen b7 aeans of the palladium thimble failed to affect the minima. 
These results indicate that a fraction of the hydrogen released during 
the splitting of EKM molecules diffuses into the metal vithout first 
forming molecular hgrdrogen. 
The met8l*>oxlde surface is shoim in Figure The presence of a 
new and distinct intergzvnular phase extending into the thorium metal 
is o)»erv»d. This phase is not ThO^ and is presumably a thorium 
tiydride. (A discussion of ^e thorium-liardrogen qrst«ai has been presented 
in some detail Nottorf and co-workers (3l)*) An intragraimlar phase 
is also present which has the same appearance in the microidiotographs as 
the grain-boundary material, and is also presumed to be thorium hydride. 
Microscopic ezaminatiai indicates that this material is absent in 
thorium idiich has not come in contact with water vapor in the temperature 
range studied. Thorium specimens, containing both t^ese intragranalar 
and intergranular phases after a chsBiical reaction with water vapor, 
were heated to 1200* C. vacuo. Upon microscopic examination it was 
* 
Average values for several samples* 
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found that th® phases disappeared. It is probable that the hydrogen 
produced during the reaol^cm between thorium and vater vapor had 
diffused into tAm tiioriun metal and had reacted to form sorae tgrpe of 
1d}ori\uft hydride. 
In the derLvaticm of the logarLtbmic rate law^ one of the coraponents 
of the constant "a" in Equation 8e was the diffusion coefficient "B." 
Therefore, it should be possible to calculate some scMrt of a value of 
"D" fro« the rvactitm data. The equaticm 
* - f log^"^o^^^ + e') (8d) 
g 
would be used, in which ^ e coefficient of "t" has preTLoosly been set 
equal to 0«!i5 by «npirieal methods. The calculation must be made at a 
certain time, so the Msuoption was made that o • 1/2 c^ or, in other 
words, that tl^ oonoentraticm of the diffusing species at a distance x 
fro® X " 0 BJuat be equal to one half the concentration of the species at 
z • 0. If that is done and if tiie water vapor is assumed to be the 
diffusing species, the relationsMp 
D - w2A.06codo (13) 
is obtained, where w « weight gain per cm.^, - coneentraticm of 
diffusing species at the interface and d^ - density of -Wie oxide. Since 
the time is not known when c - 1/2 experimental tiiaes were taken and 
the equation solved for "D." The results for "D" in «a.Vs«e» at 300* 
and 70 nm, Bg are 
15 Minutes D - 2,17 x 10*^ 
30 adnutes D « 3.72 x 10"^ 
U5 ainutes D • U.60 x 10*^ • 
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the trae Talue of "D" ntQr or majr not be betwMn the two extremes abo-v»|^ 
but the calculations give sorae indication of its value. No other water 
yapor-iaetal oxide diffusion coefficients are listed in l^e literature^ 
but the values oaleulated are in Hbe same range as the value 2.lU x 10*® 
listed for tlvB diffusitaa of nit»rogen in iron (20). 
6U 
T. SmiHARI 
An examination of the reaetlon between thorlon metal and water Tap«r 
haa been made between the tmperatures of 200* to 600* C* and at imter 
vapor pressures of Uo, 70 and 100 am. Hg. Analyses of the products have 
li^eated that ^ Hg ure the main speeies formed daring the 
reaction wi'Ui ^loriiui b^dride as a possible side-reaetion produet. Tiro 
nel^oda* grarlBietric aiad joanometrloy were used stiocessfully to deter­
mine the rates of reaction. During these rate studies three -variables 
were exminedt tlroe, traaperature and pressure. The paction data were 
found to obey the logarithraio rate law w " k log(l • O.USt), where 
w " weight of water reacted per unit area of thozdon surface, t - time 
and k is the rate constant. 
Three temperature regions have been examined in lAiioh different-
a$^>eariii^ oaddes were observedt 200* to 275*# blaok} 300* to gray 
or white J and U5o* to 550*, metallic. The rate c<m8tants were found to 
be first order in dependence <m water vapor pressure. The Arrhenins 
equation la k • -S^f + C, where k > rate constant, £ • activation eoBrgy, 
T • alENBOlute temperataz« and R and 0 are constants, has be«i used to 
deteralne the aotivatiim enei^. An average value of - 0.75 kcal./feole 
was calculated for the acULvaticm energy of the thoz*iim~water vapcor 
reactions. Several experiments were carried out in order to (tetermine 
the reaction laeehaniffis, and it has been postulated that inward diffusion 
of water molecules or a species thereof is the rate-deternining step of 
the reaetion. A value for the diffusion coefficient of water in ThOg was 
65 
estimated to be s^proxiBiately 10*^ cm.^/sec. Otto«r experloente have 
shown bQrdrogeiiy produoad bgr the reaoti«).« to have diffiised into the 
metal at the higher teraperaturea and lomr pressurea* tfaaa causing; 
errmieous results for rate constant values at those temperatures* 
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